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Stimulated emission of radiation leads to the amplification of a propagating electromagnetic wave, forming the basis for optical amplifiers and lasers. The strength of the process is quantified by the gain coefficient per unit length, and is usually considered to be governed by the material properties. Dowling et al. 12 suggested that the slow-down of light near the edge of a 1D photonic bandgap structure could be used to enhance the gain coefficient. The slow propagation of the Bloch mode near the band edge, which may be visualized as multiple back-and-forth scattering of the light beam, thus lengthens the local dwell time in the medium and increases the spatial but not the temporal gain coefficient. 15 Despite obvious applications in optical amplifiers 16 and lasers, 13 there is no conclusive experimental demonstration in a waveguide structure. For dye-doped 3D artificial opals, enhancement of gain in certain crystallographic directions and its relation to the directional density of optical states was demonstrated 17 and in Ref. 18 enhancement effects in multimode InP waveguides related to a ministopband were indicated. Spontaneous emission enhancement was observed in photonic crystal wires 19 and dielectric multilayers with oxygen vacancies as light emitters 20 and may be used to increase the spontaneous emission factor of a waveguide. 9 Early measurements on lasers employing photonic crystal waveguides 21 and coupled resonator structures 22 show that the lasing characteristics are improved using slow light effects. However, since both the cavity quality factor and the spatial gain coefficient may be affected by slow light propagation, laser measurements cannot easily distinguish between the two effects. Thus, measurements on open structures are required.
Before describing our experimental results, we briefly summarize the theoretical status. An extensive analysis for a periodic photonic crystal lattice shows that the gain scales with the density of optical states. 13 For a one-dimensional defect waveguide, based on qualitative considerations of the effective path length, Dowling et al. 12 suggested a linear scaling of gain with group index. By expansion into Bloch waves we derived the following approximate expression for the modal gain coefficient (see supplementary information)
with g mat being the material gain, g 0 the bare material gain in absence of a PCW, ng the group index, nb the background refractive index of the active material, and Γ a generalized confinement factor describing the field overlap with the active material. The importance of the latter was demonstrated experimentally in absorption-type measurements. 23 Equation (1) agrees with the result of a perturbative analysis. 24 The predicted scaling of the modal gain (or absorption) with group index has, despite its intuitive appeal, been the subject of some controversy, and it was shown that one needs to distinguish between slow light originating from structural perturbations, e.g. a photonic crystal (PhC)
waveguide, and material dispersion, such as electromagnetically induced transparency. 25 For the latter, equation (1) does not hold, as also demonstrated experimentally. 26 Also, for translationally invariant systems, such as a fibre, the gain enhancement due to slow-light induced by mode dispersion is exactly cancelled by the resulting transversal expansion of the mode.
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Results
To confirm (1) and quantify the impact of slow light on the modal gain we carried out extensive calculations of gain spectra in different structures, see Fig. 1 . As the mode frequency (Fig. 1a) approaches the band-edge, the group index (Fig. 1b) of the PhC waveguide strongly increases, leading to a significant increase of the modal gain coefficient of the corresponding active PhC waveguide (Fig.1c, a=380 nm) . Gain spectra for two other PhC lattice constants and the same electronic density of states and carrier distributions are also shown. The gain spectra may be compared to that (Fig. 1d ) of a rectangular waveguide (nanowire) embedded in air, which is proportional to the material gain spectrum and has a confinement factor as high (approximately 40 %) as the PhC structures (see supplementary information for additional detail). It is well-known that as the band-edge is approached, scattering losses are enhanced due to slow-light propagation. [27] [28] [29] This loss enhancement was included phenomenologically, following Ref. 28 , leading to disorder dominated losses in the regions shaded grey in Fig. 1c . Through-out the remainder of this work, we shall refer to the modal gain minus waveguide losses as the net gain, . These results thus predict that the net gain can be enhanced and controlled via the photonic environment rather than the usual approach of modifying the epitaxial structure.
PhC waveguides with one missing air hole (W1-type) are fabricated in a 340-nm thick air- The devices have identical 10 QW epitaxial structures and the measurements thus clearly show that the emission spectrum can be controlled via the PhC lattice parameters. The different spectra shown for each of the samples correspond to different excitation stripe lengths, defined by blocking part of the pump light in close vicinity to the sample. If the modal gain exceeds the total losses, the spontaneous emission is amplified along the waveguide. To measure the net gain, including propagation losses due to non-resonant residual absorption as well as disorder-induced scattering,
we use a standard method originally introduced in the seminal work of K. L. Shaklee et al. 31 by fitting the data to the expression ( ) = (
where the output intensity, I, depends on the excitation stripe length, , and A is proportional to the local rate of spontaneous emission. Inserts in Fig. 3 show example variations of intensity with stripe length, with the intensity increasing by more than three orders of magnitude, and the corresponding fits. For long stripe lengths the intensity saturates, presumably due to saturation of the gain as for standard semiconductor optical amplifiers, and this part is omitted in the fit (see Methods for details). Fig. 3 shows the extracted gain spectra for the three waveguides under similar pumping conditions. The spectra are seen to shift in good qualitative agreement with the simulations shown in reflections, since the far-side facet is preceded by un-pumped material with strong absorption. The caveat is that due to the absence of a well-defined cavity, we do not have access to independent measurements of the absolute group index variation of the structures.
To confirm that our waveguides do display the generally accepted variation of group index with wavelength [27] [28] [29] , we present in Fig. 4 the measured emission spectrum of a structure with a=380 nm and r/a=0.25 (same as the waveguide plotted in red in Fig. 3 ) but implementing a 10 µm long PhC cavity by terminating the waveguide at both ends by holes. A ten-fold light slow-down is observed close to the band edge of this device. The slight shift in band edge position, compared to the samples in Fig. 3 , is related to the lower relative permittivity of this waveguide, which contains one layer of quantum dots instead of 10 quantum wells. To get information on the location of the band edge for the exact same samples as investigated in Fig. 3 , we analyze the fringe spacing, δλ, in the spectra, most clearly noticed for the sample with a=380 nm close to the band edge. We attribute these fringes to imperfections in the lattice that cause reflections. Because the length of the waveguide section causing the modulation is unknown, we only extract the corresponding variation of the path length, ngL=λ 2 /(2δλ), see Fig. 4 (top). The position of the band edge extracted from these measurements correlate well with the position at which the measured gain spectra attain their maxima, cf. Fig. 3 , thus confirming that the gain enhancement is a slow-light effect.
Discussion
With present technology, passive PhC waveguides exhibit a propagation loss of about 2 dB mm -1 in the conventional "fast-light" region and follows approximately an n g 2 scaling. 28 Even though the propagation loss therefore is much higher than for well-designed ridge waveguides, a positive net gain coefficient up to about 700 cm -1 is measured (Fig. 3) . Standard ridge type waveguides, with 1 QW of the same composition and thickness as employed here, were found to have a maximum modal gain of ~15 cm -1 , and we therefore observe a total gain enhancement factor of order 700/(10×15)=4.7, clearly larger than the factor ~2 increase expected from the tighter confinement of the waveguide (see supplementary information). We believe that in the present device, besides the propagation losses mentioned above, the net gain is limited by heating and carrier loss due to surface recombination. However, recent work demonstrates the feasibility of realizing a buried heterostructure and electrical pumping, 32 which will strongly reduce these limitations. Furthermore, dispersion engineering 4 may be applied to optimize the group index variation relative to the gain peak. From the gain spectra in Fig. 3 one notices that the transparency point (where the net gain is zero) appears blue-shifted for the smallest PhC lattice periodicity. This indicates that the resulting carrier density is higher for that structure despite the near-identical pumping conditions and is likely due to suppression of spontaneous emission at longer wavelengths caused by the photonic bandgap.
This suggests a way of increasing the quantum injection efficiency into the desired levels without changing the electronic level structure and would be very interesting from a pump efficiency point of view. So-far, such tailoring was accomplished by exploiting quantum confinement effects in lowdimensional semiconductors. Further investigations with improved measurement accuracy and implementation of electrical pumping are, however, required to conclude on this.
Similar to conventional semiconductor optical amplifiers, the gain of a PhC amplifier will be limited by carrier depletion caused by the injected signal or by amplified spontaneous emission.
Slow-light propagation may cause additional effects. As already mentioned, random scattering due to fabrication-induced disorder reduces the maximum attainable group index and increases the loss. As the band-edge is approached, local cavities may even form, leading to random lasing. 33 Even in the absence of disorder, distributed feedback (band-edge) lasing 21 may set in close to the Brillouin zone edge and these lasing effects will lead to further carrier depletion thus limiting the maximum gain. It was recently predicted that the slow-down of the light itself will be limited by the presence of gain, due to broadening of the optical density of states. 34 This effect, not yet experimentally observed, may also be contributing to the gain saturation that we observe experimentally, but we cannot presently separate that from the effect of gain depletion. Practical applications will require electrical pumping and efficient heat removal, but recent progress on photonic crystal membrane lasers is very promising in this respect. 32 In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the gain of a waveguide can be enhanced and spectrally controlled by exploiting slow light propagation. This is promising for the realization of compact integrated photonic crystal amplifiers, which are essential, presently missing, components for integrated photonic chips. The use of slow light may also reduce the power consumption of amplifiers since less active material needs to be inverted to achieve a given gain. The control of the gain profile via the photonic structure, rather than the epitaxial structure, furthermore provides new design freedom, e.g. allowing varying the gain coefficient along the waveguide, which may be exploited for ultrafast low-power signal processing applications. The present work also demonstrates a platform for fundamental studies of propagation and random scattering effects in structures under the combined effect of slow light and net gain; topics, which have proved very rich, even for passive structures.
Methods
Device fabrication. The wafers were grown by metal-organic vapour phase epitaxy on InP substrates. The membrane is InGaAsP (λ g =1.15 µm) with a total thickness of 340 nm containing one or ten strain compensated quantum wells (6nm In 0.75 Ga 0.25 As 0.86 P 0.14 well, 7.2nm
In 0.49 Ga 0.51 As 0.86 P 0.14 barrier) in the center. Sacrificial layers underneath were formed by a stack of 100 nm InP, 100 nm InAlAs and 800 nm InP with a total thickness of 1 µm. A 200 nm layer of SiN x was deposited by PECVD followed by a 500 nm thick layer of a positive e-beam resist (zep520A). The patterning was done using e-beam writing by a JEOL-JBX9300FS. The pattern was transferred to the SiN x by CHF3/O2 RIE and further transferred to the semiconductor by cyclic CH 4 /H 2 -O 2 RIE after resist removal. Beneath the active slab there is a 1 µm thick sacrificial layer, which is etched away using 1HCl:2H 2 0 selective wet-etching in order to obtain an air -slab structure.
Device characterization. The devices are optically excited along a stripe by focusing pump laser light onto the waveguide using a cylindrical lens. In order to avoid effects of heating, the samples are pumped with pulses from a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser (wavelength 800 nm, duration ~1 ps, repetition rate 270 kHz) with an average power of 6 mW (corresponding to 40 W/cm 2 average power or a pulse fluence of ~1.5 pJ/µm 2 ). The stripe width was approximately 15 µm. The waveguide output is coupled to a lensed fibre using a PhC waveguide taper. A series of spontaneous emission spectra from well defined excitation stripe lengths are acquired using a cooled InGaAs array detector on a spectrograph. The excitation stripe lengths are measured from calibrated camera microscope images of the spontaneously emitted near infra red (NIR) light scattered out from the top of the waveguide.
Gain extraction and error bar estimation. The gain spectrum was extracted by fitting to eq. (2) using the maximum likelihood method. Shot noise was found to be negligible and the noise rather resulted from fluctuations due to waveguide-fiber coupling. Accordingly, since the statistical error is proportional to the mean output signal, we assume a lognormal (rather than a normal) distribution corresponding to the logarithm of the output signal being normally distributed. The fits thus minimize the sum of squared residuals for the logarithm of the measured ASE. The error bars shown are the calculated 95% confidence intervals. It might be expected that the uncertainty should be at a minimum where the ASE spectrum peaks, since here the output signal shows the largest variation with stripe length. However, the signal is observed to saturate at a shorter stripe length for higher gain, limiting the useful fitting range where the exponential dependence in equation (2) 
Transmission Measurements
Transmission measurements were also carried out. In order to reduce the device length to 200 µm, while avoiding the technological difficulty of cleaving very short devices, the waveguides were terminated with a PhC mirror 4 from which point the waveguide is filled with holes. Only one taper is used for in-and out-coupling using a fiber circulator. The full length of the waveguides is pumped as described in Methods. Using lock-in detection, the pump-induced change of transmission of an injected 1 mW CW beam was measured for a range of wavelengths. Since it is the change of transmission that is detected for a fixed length of the waveguide, this method does not allow measuring the absolute gain, as for the measurements presented in Fig. 1 . Fig. 4 shows measurement results for waveguides with band edges located at 1600, 1588, and 1566nm. The maximum of the pump-induced transmission change is observed to correlate very well with the slow-light region of the waveguide, confirming the conclusions from the measurements of amplified spontaneous emission that the gain spectrum can be controlled by the photonic crystal parameters. 
